# Standard Work: Remove blood from a satellite fridge

**Document Owner(s):** Transfusion Safety  
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**Created:** Apr-2019  
**Date Approved:** 07-06-2019

**Performed By:** Procedure Room and ECLS staff  
**Other Roles Involved:** Transfusion Medicine Laboratory

## Process Summary
Instructions for removing blood from a satellite fridge.

## Objective
To ensure that clinical and allied staff follow the correct procedure for removing blood from a satellite fridge.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#</th>
<th>Major Steps</th>
<th>Details/Pictures/Visuals</th>
<th>Rationale, Quality or Safety Considerations</th>
<th>Resources</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Bring the front sheet of patient chart to the satellite fridge.</td>
<td><img src="image1.png" alt="Front sheet of patient chart" /></td>
<td>Patient safety.</td>
<td>Front sheet of patient chart.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| 2 | Locate the required blood component by reading the patient identifiers on the transfusion record for the blood component. | ![Transfusion record](image2.png) | Patient safety  
To ensure right product for right patient. | |
| 3 | Inform the charge nurse and TML (7388) **immediately** If you are unable to locate the blood for the patient. | | To alert the staff that the blood is not in the satellite fridge | |
| 4 | Remove the blood from the fridge. | | | |
| 5 | **COMPARE the patient details:**  
- First and last name  
- DOB  
- MRN  
**With patient details on:**  
- front sheet of patient chart  
- Product Tag  
- Transfusion Record | ![Front sheet of patient chart](image3.png) | Patient safety  
To ensure right product for right patient. | Front sheet of patient chart.  
Transfusion Record. |
If you have removed blood for the wrong patient and/or wrong component

- return the blood component to the same location within the fridge immediately
- repeat steps 2, 4, and 5

| 6 | Patient safety
To ensure right product for right patient. |

Complete the “satellite fridge tag”

- Record the time you removed the blood component from the satellite fridge in the “removed from satellite fridge” section

| 7 | Satellite Fridge Tag
To track the time the blood is out of temperature controlled storage. |

Proceed to the patient location immediately.

| 8 | To avoid delays. |

Hand the blood component to a RN or anesthesia assistant.

| 9 | Click here to watch a short video. |
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**Disclaimer**

This document is intended for use within BC Children’s and BC Women’s Hospitals only. Any other use or reliance is at your sole risk. The content does not constitute and is not in substitution of professional medical advice. Provincial Health Services Authority (PHSA) assumes no liability arising from use or reliance on this document. This document is protected by copyright and may only be reprinted in whole or in part with the prior written approval of PHSA.